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EXT. NEW YORK CITY - DAYTIME

FADE IN

Traffic ambiance. Office building.

INT. OFFICE - DAYTIME

A business-casual MAN walks up to the desk of the SECRETARY.

The desk is messy and she is preoccupied. He looks to a

clock and straightens his tie nervously, then knocks on her

desk. She is at first inattentive, but their eyes meet. They

stare, she turns flush. He as well.

The secretary clears all the clutter off her desk. She takes

him by the tie and pulls him down. He manages to rip her top

off while falling. They strip and take each other.

EXT. NEW YORK CITY - DAYTIME

The office building explodes.

EXT. MAIN STREET - DAYTIME

Turmoil. Sirens. People rush about. A WOMAN sits on a curb,

crying and attended to by hustling paramedics. The firetruck

arrives on scene; firemen dismount. A commanding FIREMAN

rushes his officers to get closer to the scene with water

support. Amidst the chaos, he notices the crying woman. She

notices him, ceasing to cry. He advances. She rises and

walks forward as if compelled, casting off the medical

blanket and her jacket. In the middle of the confusion, they

embrace.

The firetruck explodes.

INT. HELICOPTER - DAYTIME

A female JOURNALIST speaks fast into the camera, trying to

convey as much about the smoke rising in the distance as

possible. She stops mid sentence, noticing the MALE PILOT.

He rises from his duties and they take each other on the

cockpit floor. The clothes fly everywhere. The cameraman

notices the aircraft steering wheel, unmanned, tilting from

side to side.
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EXT. NEW YORK AIRSPACE OVER HARBOR - DAYTIME

The helicopter goes into a nosedive. A nearby tanker

warehouse explodes.

INT. HEAVY METAL CONCERT - DAYTIME

Several in the crowd participate in an orgy. The MUSICIAN

delivers a fast-paced guitar solo. The guitar explodes. His

hair catches on fire.

EXT. NEW YORK HIGHWAY - DAYTIME

Sirens. Police pursue a black car at several notches over

the speed limit.

INT. INSIDE BLACK CAR - DAYTIME

A lesbian couple play in the car’s back seat. One of them

manages to drive the car by stretching a bare leg over the

driver’s seat.

EXT. NEW YORK HIGHWAY - DAYTIME

The black car and the police weave in and out of traffic,

going north on a southbound lane.

The chase passes a billboard advertising a brand of jeans.

The supermodel posing on it isn’t wearing any pants. The

building beside it is on fire.

The fleeing car takes a turn into an industrial harbor

district near the Manhattan River. A drawbridge crossing is

being raised. The black car breaks through the barricades

and rushes the rising bridge to make the jump. It soars,

suspended by gravity, until midway through the velocity arc,

it explodes.

In the distance, GODZILLA rises from the sea and roars.

EXT. CENTRAL PARK - DAYTIME

A SQUIRREL climbs down from a tree and picks up a walnut,

inspecting it. The squirrel explodes.

An OLD WOMAN emerges from the bushes, adjusting her blouse.

A young masculine hand pulls her back down.
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INT. NEW YORK AIRPORT TERMINAL - DAYTIME

A racially-profileable TERRORIST sits in the waiting lounge,

fiddling with an improvised explosive device. Through a

window in the background, a parked plane on the runway

explodes. Startled, he turns to view the combustion, then

turns back into his seat, disappointed. An entwined YOUNG

COUPLE sitting beside him fall onto his lap, making out.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)

Forget contraception! There is no

such thing as safe sex.

FADE TO

Background of a waving American flag and a bald eagle

shedding a single tear with the shadows of the September

11th World Trade Center attacks reflected in its eyes.

INSERT TEXT: "PSA brought to you by the Catholic Church of

Canada."


